Guide to DR License

DR (Danmarks Radio) License is also called media license. Everybody who resides in Denmark and has a CPR number must pay this license if they have a television or if they have access to the internet for instance via their computer, smartphone or tablet.

As an exchange student you must register as soon as you have received your CPR number. Since you are only in Denmark for a short time you might not get a bank account and this complicates matters a bit.

Below is a guide on how to register and pay the media license:

- Go to DR’s license homepage ‘http://www.dr.dk/om-dr/licens’
- Press Licens in English ‘http://www.dr.dk/om-dr/licens/licens-english/licens-english’
- Press ‘Contacting DR Licence’ ‘http://www.dr.dk/om-dr/licens/contacting-dr-licence’

Then press ‘Contact DR Licens’ and fill in the form that appears.

In writing
Contact DR Licens

‘http://www.dr.dk/Om_DR/licens/Formularer/Contact.htm’
When you have filled in the form scroll down to the bottom and press ‘Send’. You should receive a receipt by email when you have done so. If you do not receive a receipt your request has not been sent.

You will receive an invoice from DR by email. The amount will cover your entire stay and you do not need to cancel your registration when you leave.